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CERTAIN CLASSES OF ANALYTIC AND UNIVALENT
FUNCTIONS WITH FIXED FINITELY MANY COEFFICIENTS

TADAYUKI SEKINE AND SHIGEYOSHI OwA

1. Introduction

Let S denote the class of the functions of the form

(1. 1)
=

fez) =z+ I: anzn
11=2

which are analytic and univalent in the unit disk U = { z : Iz I<1 }. A
function fez) belonging to S is said to be starlike of order a if and only
if

(1.2) Re(zf'(z) »a (zEU)
fez)

for some a(O~a<l). We denote by S*(a) the class of all starlike
functions of order a. Further, a function fez) belonging to S is said to
be convex of order a if and only if

(
zf" (z) )

(1. 3) Re 1+ f' (z) >a (zE U)

for some a(O~a<l). And we denote by K(a) the class of all convex
functions of order a. Then fez) is in the class K (a) if and only if zf'
(z) ES*(a). We note that S*(a) ~S*(O)-S*(S* is the class of starlike
functions), and K(a) ~K(O)==K(K is the class of convex functions).

The classes S* (a) and K (a) were first introduced by Robertson [5J,
and were studied by Schild [6J, MacGregor [2J, Pinchuk [4J, Jack
[lJ and others.

Let T be the subclass of S consisting of functions whose nonzero
coefficients, from the second on, are negative. That is, an analytic and
univalent functions f (z) is in the class T if it can be expressed as

(1. 4)
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=
fez) =z- I: anzn (an~O).

n=2

- 127-
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We denote by T*(a) and C(a) the classes obtained by taking interse
ctions, respectively, of the classes S*(a) and K(a) with T, that is,
T*(a) =TnS*(a) and C(a) =TnK(a).

The classes T*(a) and C(a) were studied by Silverman [9J. Shild
[7J considered a subclass of T consisting of polynominals having Iz I= 1
as radius of univalence, Silverman [9J proved coefficients inequalities,
distortion theorems, and covering theorems for 'J'* (a) and C (a), and
Schild and Silverman [8J gave some interesting results for modilied con
volution product of functions belonging to the classes T* (a) and C (a).

We request the results due to Silverman [9J.

LEMMA 1. Let the function fez) be defined by (1. 4). Then fez) is in
the class T* (a) if and only if

00

(1.5) ~ (n-a)an~l-a.
#=2

LEMMA 2. Let the function fez) be defined by (1. 4). Then fez) is
in the class C(a) if and only if

(1. 6)
00

~ n(n-a)an:::;l-a.
n=2

In view of the above lemmas, we observe that the function fez) In

T* (a) satisfies

results of great

(1.8)

(1. 7) an~ I-a (n~2),
n-a

and the function fez) in C (a) satisfies

a < I-a (>2)
n n(n-a) n= .

following two cl~es to derive ourWe introduce the
interest.

Let T* (a, pJ be the subclass of T* (a) consisting of functions of the
form

(1. 9)

k

where O~Pi~l and O~~ Pi~l. Also let C(a,pJ be the subclass of
.=2

C (a) consisting of functions of the form
k p.(l-a). 00

(1.10) fez) =z-~ /U-a) z'- a~lanzn (an~O),
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I

where O~Pi~I and O~ ~ Pi~l. For k=2, the classes T*(a, P2) and
.=2

C(a, P2) were introduced by Silvennan and Silvia [1OJ, and Owa [3J
proved some interesting theorems for modified convolution product of
functions in T* (a, P2 ) and C (a, P2 ). Furthermore, Silverman and Silvia
[1OJ gave the extreme points of T* (a, PI) and C (a, PI)'

In the present paper, we prove some interesting results for modified
convolution product of functions fez) in T*(a, PI) and C(a, PI) and
determine the radius of convexity for functions fez) belonging to the
class T* (a, h). Further, a theorem for integral operator J(j) of fez)
in C (a, PI) is derived.

2. Modified convolution product

We begin with the proof of the following theorem we need to prove
our results afterwards.

THEOREM 1. Let the function fez) be defined by (1. 9). Then fez) is
~'n the class T* (a, p) if and only if

(2.1) .~+l(n-a)a" ~ (I-a) (1- ~Pj)'
I

where O~Pi~l and O~:E Pi~1. The result (2.1) is sharp.
;=2

Proof. Putting

(2.2) Pi (I-a)
ai=. (i=2, 3, ... , k)

~-a

in Lemma 1, we have
I =

(2.3) :EPi(I-a)+ :E (n-a)a,,~I-a
;=2 .=k+l

which implies (2.1). Further, taking the function fez) of the form

k p.(l-a) (I-a) (1- t Pi)
(2.4) fez) =z- :E '. Zi- .-2 z"

;=2 ~-a n-a

for n~k+1, we can see that the result (2.1) is sharp.

COROLLARY 1. Let the function fez) defined by (1. 9) be in the class
T* (a, Pi) . Then

(2.5) an ~(I-a) (1- t Pi) (n~k+I).
n-a i=2
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Equality holds for the function fez) given by (2.4).

In the same manner, we have the following results for functions belo
nging to the class C (a, P,) .

THEOREM 2. Let tM function fez) be defined by (1.10). Then fez)
is in the class C (a, PR) if and only if

(2. 6) '=~+ln(n-a)an~ (I-a) (1- t:/.),
,

where O;;;;p.~l and O;;;;~ p.~a. The result (2.6) is sharp for the
I: i=2

function of the form

, P (I-a) .
(2.7) fez) =z-~ .'. z'

.=2 z(z-a)

for n~k+l.

COROLLARY 2. Let the function fez) defined by (1.10) be in the class
C(a,p,). Then

(2. 8) an;£; { !-a ) } (1- i: P.) (n~k+1).
n n-a .=2

Equality hold for the function fez) given by (2.7).

Let f * g (z) denote the modified convolution product of two functions
fez) and g(z), that is, if fez) is giv~n by (1.4) and g(z) given by

(2.9)
00

g(z) =z-~ bnzn (bn~O),
.=2

then f * g (z) is defied by

(2.10)
co

f * g(z) =z-~ anbnzn.
.=2

By using Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we prove the following intere
sting theorems for modified convolution product of functions belonging
to T* (a, PR) and C (a, p,).

THEOREM 3. Let the function fez) defined by (1.9) be in the class
T* (a, p,). Then f * fez) is in the class T* (al,q,) , where al=d(2-a)
and

(2.11)
pl (k- 2a+q2)

q,= (k-a) 2 •
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k

Proof. It is clear that O~al<l, O~q;~l and O~L: q;~l. The de-
i=2

finition of modified convolution product gives

(2.12) f*f(z)=z-± pl~1-a)2Zi- i: an2zn.
;=2 (z-a)2 n=k+l

By virtue of Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show that

(2.13) nJ:+1(n-al)an~ (l-a l) (1-~ q;).

Since fez) E T*(a,pk), we obtain that
= =

(2.14) L: {n-a(2-a)} an2~ L: (n-a)an2
n=k+l n=k+l

(1-±p.)2
~(1-a)2 ;=2'
- k+1-a

(1-±p.)2
=(1-a)2 ;=2'

1 k+1-a

Therefore we only need to prove that

k (l-±P;Y
(2.15) (l-;~q;)- k+;l~a ~O

k

provided that O~p;;;:;;l and O~L: p;;;:;;l.
i=2

In fact, we have

(

k ) (1-±p;)2
(2. 16) 1- L: q. - ;=2

;=2' k+1-a

1 ((k-a) {1-±p;2(i-2a+a
2
) }

k+ I-a ;=2 (i-a)2

{
k k P;2(i-2a+a2)} f. ( k )]

+ ~P;-L: c- )2 +£..JP; l-~P;
,=2 ,=2 Z a F2 .=2

~O

which proves f * fez) E T* (ab qk). Thus we complete the proof of The
orem 3.

In the same manner, for the class C (a, Pk), we have

THEOREM 4. Let the function fez) defined by (1. 10) be in the class
C(a,h). Thenf*f(z) is in the classC(ahqk)' whereal=a(2-a) and
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(2.17)
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p i
2(k-2a+a2)
k2(k-a)2

3. Radius of convexity

We determine the radius of convexity for functions belonging to the
class T* (a, Pi)

THEOREM 5. Let the function fez) defined by (1. 9) be in the class
T* (a, p j ). Then fez) is convex in the disk Iz I<rb where rl is the
largest value for which

i '2 () n2 (1-a) (1-t Pi)
(3.1) I: ~ Pi. I-a ";-1+ i=2 r"-1~1

i=2 ~-a n-a

for n;;::k+l. The result is sharp.

Proof. It suffices to prove that

Izf"(z) I
(3.2) f'(z)

I: i(i-I~Pi(l-a) ";-1+ i: n(n-l)allrn- 1
s i=2 ~-a 8=£+1

1-t iPi~l-a) ";-1- i: nanrn- 1
i=2 t -a 8=i+l

for IzI ~r.

(3.3)

~l

We denote that (3. 2) holds if and only if

t i2Pi.(1-a) ";-1+ i: n2allr"-1~1.
i=2 ~ - a n=i+1

Since fez) E T*(a,p j ), we may set

(I-a) (1- tp.)
(3.4) all i=2 • A (n~k+1)n-a n ,

where An~O(n~k+1) and

(3.5)

For each fixed r, we choose the integer no=no(r) for which n'lr"-1j (n-a)
is maximal. Then

= no2 (1-a) (l-tPi)
(3.6) I: n2allrn- 1< i=2 r"o-1•

8=i+1 no-a



(3.8)

(3.7)

(4.3)
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Consequently, fez) is convex in Izl ~r1 if

( i)
i '2 no2 (1-a) l-r;p.
r; t PI,(l-a) ri-I + 1=2 • r"o-I
1=2 t-a no-a
~1.

We find the value ro and the corresponding no ero) so that

( i)
i '2 no2 (I-a) l-r;PI",tPI(l-a)ri-l+ 1=2 r"o-1
~, 0 0
1=2 t-a no-a
=1.

Then this value ro is the radius of convexity of functions fez) In

T* (a, Pi)' Furthermore, we prove that the result of the theorem 1S

sharp for functions fez) given by (2.4).

4. Integral operator J (f)

We shall introduce the integral operator J(j) defined by

(4.1) J(j) = rz
f(t) dt.

Jot

Then it is well-known that J(j) maps the class of starlike functions to
the class of convex functions.

Hence J(j)EC(a,Pi) if f(z)ET*(a,pi).

THEOREM 6. Let the function f(oz) defined by (1. 10) be in the class
C(a, Pi)' Then J(j) belong to the class C(a,qi)' where qi=Pi/k.

Proof. We note that

(4.2) J(j) =z- t ~I-:a)ql zi- i; an zn.
1=2 t(t-a) .=k+l n

Since

= (I-a) (1- t Pi)
'" ( ) < .=2~ n-a an = k+l

.=k+l

for fez) EC(a, Pi)' we obtain that

(4.4)
( i)= (I-a) l-r;PI

r; n(n-a) ( an ) ~ 1=2
.=k+l n k+l

~ (I-a) (1-~ ~I)
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which completes the proof of the theorem.
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